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The filtering measure 17(. ]y) is a probability measure on C[0, t], and its distribu- 
tion is dependent on the system (a(x), b(x), h(x)) and observed path y ,= 
{y,,O~s<~ t}. We prove that under suitable assumptions on h(x), this filtering 
measure is continuously dependent on the system (a(x), b(x), h(x)) and observed 
path Yr. 
Variational Methods for Stopping Problems of Symmetric Markov Processes 
H. Nagai, Tokyo Metropolitan University, Tokyo, Japan 
Let M = (£2, ~, ~,, Px, Xt) be a symmetric Markov process on a locally compact 
Hausdorff space X with countable base, associated with a regular Dirichlet space 
(~, g) on L2(dm). Let F be a separable metric space, Mr be the totality of F-valued 
progressively measurable processes and S be the set of all stopping times. Then we 
define 
[I j~-~'-gc(x~.z)dsc(V~' W*(X) = sup Ex ,, s j~'-,, ~o dt 
r~S,{zt}~ Mr" 
"1 
+ e . . . .  i~(x~'z~)~g(X~)] (1.1) 
for given functions f(x, z), c(x, z) on X x M and g on X such that g c ~, If(x, z) 1 <~ 
3fo(x) ~ L2(dm) and 0 ~< c(x, z) <~ 3 C1. Next we consider a game variant of the above 
stopping problem (1.1): 
/ ~ z~) dt u*(x) = inf sup inf sup E~ e-"'-g~(x~'~D])d~f(x,, z,,
o-~S "r~S {zl,} {z~}~Mr 3o 
t- -ctcr~'~c(X ,zl,z2)dxKg V "~ I 1 e . . . . .  ,,~j-{~,<_~}j (1.2) 
for given functions c(x, y, z), f(x, y, z) on X x F x F and g(x) and h(x) on X such 
that g<~ h, ~ ~, lf(x, y, z)l <~3fl(x) e L2(dm) and 0 <-< - c(x, y, z) <~C2. We introduce 
a variational inequality 
g~(u,v-u)+(Hu,  v-u)>~O, Vv~K,u~K.  (1.3) 
Then we can show that w*(x) (resp. u*(x)) is a quasi-continuous modification of 
the solution of (1.3) with Hu = H( . ,  u(. )), H(x, u) = -sup=~r{f(x, z) -c(x,  z)u} 
and K = {v ~ if; v I> g a.e.} (resp. H(x, u) = - infy~r sup~r{f(x,  y, z) - c(x, y, z)u} 
and K ={vc  ~;  h>~ v>~ g, a.e.}). 
On a Variant of Changing Payoff for Multivariate Stopping Problems 
Masami Yasuda, Chiba University, Chiba, Japan 
A variant of multivariate stopping problems with a monotone rule is considered. 
In the problem there are two kind random vector sequences for the payoff of players. 
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When the system is stopped by individual stopping strategy, the payoff given to a 
player is different according to his declaration of decision 'stop' or 'continue'. The 
case of the problem with a simple majority rule of two players is related to a non-zero 
sum non-cooperative stopping problem. Using the Nash equilibrium point, we derive 
the optimal equation and obtain the equilibrium strategy. Also, for two right- 
continuous bounded vector processes, a continuous time version of the stopping 
problem is discussed using the penalty method due to Krylov and Zabczyk. 
2.9. Statistical inference 
A Sieve Method for the Spectral Density 
Yun-Shyong Chow,* Institute of Mathematics, Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan, 
China 
Ulf Grenander, Brown University, Providence, RI, USA 
We suggest a sieve for the estimation of the spectral density of a Gaussian 
stationary stochastic process. In contrast o the standard, periodogram based, esti- 
mates this one aims at exploiting the full Gaussian nature of the process. Under 
certain conditions on the spectral density, it can be shown that the estimator thus 
constructed is strongly L~-consistent. 
Large and Small Sample Approaches to Optimality in Estimation for Stochastic 
Processes 
C.C. Heyde, University of Melbourne, Australia 
Most theory of optimal inference for stochastic processes i based on asymptotics 
and implies the use of large samples. Little consideration has been given to optimality 
criteria for small samples. An approach to the choice of optimal estimators from 
families of estimating equations will be discussed which can be justified both in 
large and small samples. Some of this work is joint with V.P. Godambe. 
Some Nonparametric Methods for Estimating the Local Intensity Function of an 
lnhomogeneous Poisson Process 
Ann-Lee Wang, University of Malaya, Malaysia 
Methods of choosing the smoothing parameter or window width of kernel density 
estimators by the use of data are described. They are based on cross-validation and 
on an iterative procedure. These techniques are applied to the estimation of the 
local intensity function of simulated inhomogeneous Poisson processes. The perfor- 
